BNSK is a platform of

Workers  Activists  Think Tanks  Policy makers

All working together to achieve a society where all women workers are provided with their Rights, Dignity and Recognised for their contribution.
A women worker faces barriers, struggles and problems at every stage of their personal and professional life. So in order to find the root causes and their solutions, we did multiple researches. These provided us with so many insights of where our workers were facing troubles and how to solve them.

We believe in the fact that true changes comes from both social advocacy along with policy advocacy. And after finding gaps, barriers and solutions to them through our extensive researches, we held over 45 policy advocacy meetings with all the stakeholders ranging from the workers themselves to the Govt. ministers & MPs to the field to International Human rights organisations.

Reaching women workers and helping them have better and safer opportunities has always been one of our main goals. Hence so far we have provided over 2000 awareness campaigns, courtyard sessions and leadership trainings to women workers in 15 districts of Bangladesh.
There are certain gaps in the service deliveries and support deliveries for women workers. In order to bridge those gaps, improvement in skills and capacity of the workers and the people providing their service to the workers is really important. So with that principle we from BNSK have provided over 10k training sessions over 64 districts of Bangladesh with over 45-thousand people building their capacity and skill from them.

During times of emergency and crisis, women fall into the most vulnerable and susceptible to loss, women workers even more so. So in order to be beside them and help them get over the crisis period, BNSK provides supports of many forms, from Fooding & Shelter to Financial Support. During COVID-19 crisis alone when almost 80% of women domestic workers were laid off in Bangladesh and Abroad, BNSK provided over 14000 hot meals support, 3670 Food material support (oil, rice etc.) and Financial Support to over 70 women in serious crisis situations.

Reintegrating and reintegrated 90+ returnee migrant workers back into the domestic economy with Garments-Tailoring Management Training, Food Cart/Truck Production Training and Financial Management Training.
And we could not have come this far to help women workers and uphold their basic human rights without the help and guidance of our wonderful EC and AB:

**ADVISORY BOARD**

- **Momitaj Begom**
  MP, Manikganj-2

- **Tanvir Shakil Joy**
  MP, Sirajganj-1

- **Kaikobad Hossain**
  Ex-Secretary, Ministry of Food

- **Ainoon Naher**
  Lecturer, Jahingirnagar University

- **Adv. Sipra Goswami**
  Labour Rights Activist & Lawyer

- **Sumaiya Islam**
  Executive Director, BNSK

**EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE**

- **Prof. Dr. Kamrun Nahar**
  Chair

- **Monjusree Saha**
  Vice-Chair

- **Sumaiya Islam**
  General secretary

- **Anika Rahman Lipi**
  Treasurer

- **Dr. Khaleda Muheb**
  Member

- **Shilpi Saha**
  Member